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ABSTRACT 

There 1s often a need to map a muln-dunensmnal space on to 
a one-dunenslonal space For example, this kmd of mappmg 
has been proposed to permit the use of onedunenslonal 
mdexmg techmques to a mulhdunenslonal mdex space such 
as m a spatial database This kmd of mappmg 1s also of value 
m asslgnmg physical storage, such as asslgnmg buckets to 
records that have been mdexed on multiple attnbutes, to 
mlmmze the &Sk access effort 

In thy paper, we discuss what the desired properties of 
such a mappmg are, and evaluate, through analysis and 
sunulation, several mappings that have been proposed m the 
past We present a mappmg based on Hdbert’s space-fillmg 
curve, wluch out-performs previously proposed mappmgs on 
average over a variety of different operatmg condltlons 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There 1s often a need to map pomts from a multi- 
dunenslonal space mto a smgle dunenslon In the database 
context, there are two slgmficant apphcatlons m this regard 
The first 1s multi-attnbute mdexmg Elements from a multl- 
dunenslonal attnbute space are hashed (or otherwlse mdexed) 
on to a hnear range of block addresses on &Sk Smce 
selecnons may often be specified only on some of the 
attributes, or mclude ranges of attributes, It 1s desirable that 
pomts that are close together m multi-dlmensmnal attnbute 
space also be close together m the one-dlmenslonal space 
For example, with multi-attribute hashmg [19], record 
signatures are mapped to buckets which are stored on disk 
We would prefer to access consecutive rather than randomly 
scattered buckets m response to a relahonal query Sunllarly, 
with a gnd file [13], there IS a mappmg from gnd squares to 
disk blocks, and we would hke to perform dus mappmg to 
muunuze the number of disk blocks accessed, and would 
prefer that these blocks be sequential If possible 
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A second apphcatmn arises due to a mulhdunenslonal 
mdexmg techmque proposed by Orenstem [15] The idea 1s to 
develop a single numeric mdex (on a onednnenslonal number 
hne) for each pomt m mulhdlmenslonal space, such that for 
any given oblect. the range of mdlces, from the smallest mdex 
to the largest, mcludes few pomts not m the oblect itself 
Other applications, not relevant to databases, are for 
bandwidth-reducbon of dlgltally sampled signals [2] and for 
graphics display generation [ 171 

Mappmg from a higher to a lower dunenslon 1s not at all 
unusual As early as m our first programnun g course, we 
learn how to take a twodunenslonal matnx and map it mto a 
hnear range of memory addresses The typical solution 1s to 
use the row major format, scannmg the matnx row by row 

More sophlstlcated mappmg functions have been proposed 
m the hterature One, based on mterleavmg bits from the 
coordmates, was proposed m [15] An unprovement was 
suggested by Faloutsos m [5]. usmg Gray codmg on the 
mterleaved bits A thud method, based on the Peano curve 
[18], sometunes also attributed to Hllbert [9], has been 
proposed m [7] In 0~s paper, we develop and extend this 
proposal based on tis space-fillmg curve To remam 
consistent with [7], we shall call dus curve the Hdbert curve 

In general, If the multi-&menslonal data has to be accessed 
for computahon or for queries, then the expected access 
pattern has to be taken mto account when selectmg the 
mapping from muludunenslonal space to onedunenslonal 
space For example, the simple scan by row may be the best 
orgzuuzation when dealmg with a raster-scan prmter or display 
device However, It will perform poorly if most accesses are 
m the form of queries that specify a selechon by column 

In this paper we study this mapping process from mulhple 
dunensmns to one dlmenslon, and examme different cntena to 
evaluate a mappmg function for the class of database 
apphcatlons outlined above We show that the choice of 
parameter values can greatly affect the relative performance of 
these mappmgs However, under most circumstances, the 
Peano mapping function proposed here outperforms the others 

In Section 2 we mtroduce this mappmg function, after first 
descnbmg the other funcnons known m the literature Criteria 
for evaluatmg goodness are discussed m Secnon 3, along with 
an analysis of the mapping functions for the criteria proposed 
Se&on 4 describes some simulahon expenments performed to 
compare different techmques, and the results obtamed 
therefrom 
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For ease of expontlon, Sechons 2-4 all deal wrth a square 
two-dunenslonal space In Secbon 5. we show how the ideas 
of the precedmg sections can be extended to multiple 
dunenslons, and unequal extent m the different &menslons 
Fmally, we conclude with some closmg remarks m Secnon 6 

2. MAPPING FUNCTIONS 

In this section we discuss techmques to map a pomt from 
a given twodunenslonal space to a onedlmenslonal space 
We begm with a brief mention of two strughtforward 
schemes, and then go on, m Sections 2 1 and 2 2. to descnbe 
the two techmques previously proposed m the literature 
Fmally. we present our proposal m Sechon 2 3 For 
sunphclty. we assume square regions with dlmenslons that are 
powers of 2 

I-l-l n 
(4 

Figure 1 (a) A Column-wise Scan, and (b) A Column-wise 
Snake Scan 

The sunplest possible mapping funchon 1s. of course, a 
scan, column-wise (or row-wise) See Rg la The assigned 
coordmate m onedlmenslonal space for a given pomt m two- 
dunenslonal space 1s the sequential posltlon on the scan hne of 
the pomt That 1s. given a pomt with coordmate (x,y), it 1s 
assigned a linear coordmate of x*ydun + y. where ydtm IS the 
number of different coordmate values along the y dunenslon ’ 

An easy improvement is to reverse the scan duection for 
alternate columns, as shown 111 Rg lb Now, the lmear 
coordmate of (x,y) 1s still obtamed as x*ydwn + y for even 
vah~~ of x For odd values of x, the formula becomes 
(x+l)*ydun - y - 1 

2.1 The z-curve 

Proposed first by Orenstem [14-161, m this mapping the 
one-dunenslonal coordmate of a pomt 1s obtamed by simply 
mterleavmg the bits of a bmary representanon of the X and Y 
coordmates of the pomt m twodunenstonal space’ Rg 2 
shows the resultmg mapping for a few different size 2-D 
gnds The zig-zag shape (whch would resemble the letter z d 
the X and Y axes were transposed) gives nse to the name, z- 
curve 

1 In C style, all coordmste rpnges III tbls paper begm &cm zero An n-pant 
coordmte range would be from 0 to n-1 mclumvc 

2 Actually, how the has are combmed dcpcnds cm . slucffe /iuctron In the 
extreme case, one could group all the bm fmm one coordu~ate before all the 
bm from the other to &tam a column scan However, bmnterlewmg IS the 
“sugptcd” typml use, and we shall only comder tbls shuffle funcucm for 
h PPInr 

(a) C-J) (cl 

Figure 2. Recursive development of the z-curve 

----- $j _---_ ~~-~~. 
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Figure 3 Recursive development of the gray-co& mappmg 

One could also define the z-curve recursively One can 
dunk of dwldmg the given region mto quadrants and drawmg 
a curve such as Rg 2a Then each quadrant 1s &vlded m turn 
mto four, and the same basic curve repeated m each, m place 
of each node m the previous step One more recursive step, 
agam dlvldmg each node mto 4 Jomed by the basic curve, 
gives nse to Fig 2c This sort of recursive construction 1s 
useful to keep m mmd for the rest of dus section, when 
consldermg other mappings 

2.2 Gray Coding 

In a (bmary) Gray code, numbers are coded mto bmary 
representahons such that successive numbers &ffer m exactly 
one bit position Faloutsos [5,6] observed that difference m 
only one bit posmon had a relatlonshlp with locality and 
proposed that the numbers produces by bit mterleavmg the 
two-dunenslonal coordmates of a pomf as m the previous 
technique, be Gray coded to obtam the one-dunenslonal 
coordmate The curves that result are shown m Fig 33 

Once more the curve can be defined recursively As m the 
case of the z-curve above, begm with the curve of Rg 3a 
Divide each quadrant mto 4 and replicate While rephcatmg, 
rotate the two upper quadrants through 180 ’ Thus we obtam 
Fig 3b Now divide into 4 once agam, with rephcabon and 
upper quadrant rotation to get Rg $3~. and so on 

2.3 Hllbert Curve 

It appears desirable, m the database context, to map from 
multiple dunensmns to one dunenslon m a way that preserves 
“locahty” as much as possible (The nonon of locality will be 
made more precise m the next section For now an mtultlve 
understandmg will suffice) However, It 1s easy to show that 
it 1s not possible to map an mdunenslonal grid mto an n- 

3 As m the CDSC of z-curves, other Gray code mappmgs can be derived For 
Lhls paper. we focus only cm tbls * typ1c.91’ Gray code mappmg 
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dunenslonal gnd, for any n < m NIL such a way that two pomts 
that are close together m the former are always close together 
m the latter Consldermg nearest neighbors along the gnd 
axes only, we can muntiately see that each grid pomt has 2m 
nearest neighbors m the former, and only 2n nearest neighbors 
m the latter So at least 2(n-m) points have been forced to 
move at least one umt of distance away Sun&u arguments 
apply to pomts two umts of distance away, three units away, 
etc 

Therefore, the best that one can hope to do m a mappmg 
from two dunenslons to one dunenslon 1s to have two of the 
four nearest neighbors m the 2-D grid to be nearest neighbors 
m the lmear mappmg In other words, we would hke to have 
a hnear mappmg m which successwe pomts are nearest 
neighbors m the 2-D gnd Lookmg at the mappmgs above, 
we find that tlus 1s the case neither for the z-curve nor for the 
Gray code The "humps" m the lmear traversal can easily be 
seen m Figs 2 and 3 We would hke to find a mappmg that 
avolds these humps, If possible 

The column scan, on the other hand, has only one hump 

per column. and tis 1s fixed by domg the snake scan 
Therefore, at least as far as the nearest neighbor cntenon 1s 
concerned, one can do no better than the snake scan 
Observe, however, that each node has two other nearest 
neighbors. and these tend to be quite far away m the scan 
mappmgs We would hke a mappmg m whch these two 
other nearest neighbors are usually mapped to a pomt not too 
far away m the hnear traversal 

p 

_---___ /---__- -- 

(4 

Figure 4. Recursive development of the Hllbert curve 

These subjechve cntena are met by the followmg mappmg 
based upon the “space-fillmg” curve of Hllbert Begm with 
Fig 4a As m the previous cases, rephcate m four quadrants 
When rephcatmg. the lower left quadrant 1s rotated clockwise 
90 l , the lower right quadrant IS rotated antl-clockwlse 90 ‘, 
and the sense (or duectlon of traversal) of both lower 
quadrants 1s reversed The two upper quadrants have no 
rotation and no change of sense Thus we obtam Fig 4b 
Remembermg that all rotation and sense computations are 
relative to previously obtamed rotation and sense m a 
particular quadrant, a repetltlon of dus step gives nse to Fig 
4c Further repetmons give Fig 4d and 4e 

It IS strtughtforward to obtam the hnear coordmate along 
the curve for any given X and Y coordinate value m the 2-D 
gnd In the spmt of the recursive construcuon above, the 
lmear coordmate IS obtamed two hts at a tune The most 
slgmficant tnts of the X and Y give the 2 m s b of the BI1swer, 
along with the rotation and sense to be applied to the rest of 
the computauon The next brt each from X and Y can be 
decoded m the hght of the current rotation and sense to give 
the next two bits of the answer, and to provide a new rotation 
and sense that applies to the rest of the computabon Thus the 
n-bit result 1s obtamed m nR such iterations, with each 
iteration compnsmg only a handful of mstructlons that can all 
be executed m-memory See the Appendx for a sunple code 
fragment that performs dus computation See [3] for an 
alternative (byte-onented) techmque for computmg dus result 
The mam pomt to note is that the cost of conversion 1s low of 
the order of a few dozen machme cydes The enme 
computauon can be done m memory only a few very small 
tables are required 

3. ANALYSIS OF GOODNESS 

3.1 The Measures 

Access to the data m a database context 1s typically to a 
subset specified by means of a selecaon cntenon The 
selection itself may either be m the form of exact values 
speafied on some (but not all) attnbutes, or m terms of ranges 
specified on some (possibly all) attnbutes We may also have 
a ma, with some attnbutes fully specified, some range- 
spedied, and some not specified at all 

A selection with some atmbutes fully specified and others 
not specified 1s a partially specified exact match query, or an 
assoclatwe search on one of multiple possible keys A 
selection with ranges specfied on all attributes, could be a 
conJuncbve selecuon m a tradltlonal database (For example, 
“Fmd all employees who are more than 50 years old and earn 
between 50K and 1OOK dollars a year”) It 1s also typical m 
a spatial database, where the ranges together specify a 
rectangular boundmg box, as discussed m R-trees [8], R+-trees 
[21], R*-eees [1], and P-trees [lo] See [20] for a tutonal 
expositmn of this topic 

In tis and the followmg sechon, we shall consider the 
followmg two types of quenes as representative 

1 One dlmenslon exactly specfied m a two-dunenslonal 
space, and the other dunenslon not specified, so that the 
selected pomts constitute a strrught (honzontal or 
vertlcal) lme through the grid 

u Both dlmenslons specified as ranges m the two- 
&menslonal gnd, glvmg a selected area that 1s 
rectangular 

A Imear traversal of the multi-dmenslonal space specifies 
the order m which the objects, or mdex entnes, are placed on 
disk For each of the above access types, the appropnate 
measures of toss for a proposed hnear traversal, are 

1 Number of disk blocks fetched 
u Number of non-consecutive disk blocks fetched We 

prefer to fetch a set of consecuhve disk blocks rather 
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than a randomly scattered set, due to the additional seek 
hme involved 

m Srze of the lmear span for a gwen selechon (difference 
between the maxnnum and mmnnum lmear coordmate 
m the selected region) Ths measure 1s relevant only to 
Grenstem’s &a of “reduce mdexmg to problem m one 
hension” 

The number of disk blocks fetched depends on the the 
capacity of each block m terms of the number of gnd pomts 
that can be stored m each. For purposes of analysis, we shall 
use mstead the number of runs of consecutive grrd pow& as a 
convement measure of performance of the mappmg algonthms 
under study l7us measure 1s exactly measure (u) above, d 
each gnd pomt 1s mapped to exactly one disk block’ It B 
also highly correlated with measure (I), smce (with many grid 
pomts to a disk block), consecutive pomts are hkely to be m 
the same block whle pomts across a dlscontmulty are hkely to 
be 111 a different disk block Please note that this sunphtied 
measure 1s used only to render the analysis tractable Some 
weaknesses m this sunplification are d~ussed m Sechon 3 4 
and will be evident m Section 4 

3.2 Partial Exact Match Selection 

Smce partial exact matches are not typical of spatial 
databases, the lmear range of such a selection 1s not hkely to 
be of mterest, and we will not discuss it here Instead, let us 
see how many contmuous runs of gnd pomts are used for 
honzontal lme and vertical lme selections, m each of the five 
mapping techmques described m Section 2 Assume a square 
gnd with r~2” pomts 

For the column-wise scan, a vertical selectlon picks a 
smgle column correspondmg to a single contmuous run A 
honzontal selecuon picks a smgle row, which cuts across one 
gnd pomt m each column, glvmg 2m runs for each selection 
Averagmg over every possible parual exact match selecuon, 
that 1s. over all rows and columns, there are 
X(2m + 1) = 2m-1 + 9-i contmuous runs per selechon 

For the column-wise snake scan, the results are the same 
as above, except that only 2”-’ runs are requned for the top 
row, rather than 2”. smce every pan of columns has a snake 
connechon at the top Smularly. the bottom row reqmres only 
r-l+1 runs Thus the average number of runs requned 1s 

[lXT] + [2mx(2m-2) + 2”-’ + (2+‘+1)] 
r + 2” 

= p-1 + 2-m-l 

For the z-curve. a vertical selectron picks a smgle column 
m which every pan of of pomts 1s connected and no more, so 
that there are 2’“-’ runs A honzontal selection fTinds no pomts 

4 This assomptmo has been made to [6] and IS vahd for ap~bcattons where the 
me of the mformauat at each gnd pomt can be tuned to match the we of P 
dtsk block, such as the sue of a muIn-atmbute hash bockct or one cell m I 
gnd file However, such mat&tog may not always be powble wha one or 
mom atmtutea take on (successive) dwxete values For example, ptx-ls m 
an unage wth uch ptxel hwmg . cettam fixed sized record attached to It 
Smularly, m extawblc basluq [4.11,12], there o.waUy are maoy gnd 
pants to P dmk block 

m the same row connected, so that 2” runs are required The 
average becomes 15xT-’ 

For the Gray code mappmg function, consider the basic 
urut, shown m Fig 3a A vertical selection on either column 
reqtures only 1 contmuous run When this unit 1s replicated, 
as m Fig 3b. the number of runs required doubles for every 
column except two m which the transitions to the next level 
are made. savmg one dlscontmmty We thus have two 
columns with 2 runs, and two with 1 run Rephcatmg further, 
as 111 Fig 3c. doubles the number of runs once agam, except 
for two columns Thus, the total number of runs m all the 
c&unns combmed 1s 2 m a square gnd of size 2, 6 m a 
square gnd of size 4, 22 m a square gnd of size 8, and so on 
Mathematically, let V, be the number of runs with grid size 
2k. so that V, IS 2, V, IS 4, etc Then, we have 

v, = 4Vk-, - 2 
= &k-2 - 2x4 - 2 
= @-Iv, - &Q-2 - zx4k-3 - -2 
= 22-l _ 2(4k-2 + C-3 + 

+ 1) 

= 2=-l - zx4k-’ + x 
= M(2=’ + 1) 

In the honzontal dlrectlon, H 1 IS 3 rather than 2, and there 
1s only one new honzontal hnk established m each doubhng, 
so the recurslon 1s 

Hk = 4H,-, - i 
= 3x4”-’ - mx4k-’ + lA 
= 4Jx2z-’ + lA 

hi parhcular, the desired average number of contmuous NIIS 

over the 2” possible verhcal and 2” honzontal selections 1s 
(H, + V,J2m+1r which 1s 2”-’ + 2-“-l 

Smce the Hdbert curve 1s rotated as it 1s developed, there 
1s no need to separately compute the honzontal and vert& 
number of runs Instead note that the total number of runs m 
a 2 by 2, R 1, 1s 5 When the size 1s mcreased by quadrupling, 
three new hnks are estabhshed Therefore 

Rk = 4R,-, - 3 
= 5x4L-’ - 3x4’-’ + 1 
= 2x2”-’ + 1 

The desued average 1s R,JY+’ = 2m-1 + 2-m-’ 

We thus find that the snake scan, the Gray code, and the 
Hllbert code, all three he for the best performance, at an 
average of 2”-’ + 2-“-l contmuoys ins, for an exact match 
selection on one of two attributes m a 2-D gnd of srze 2”tim 
If the small lower order term 1s Ignored, the simple column 
scan also weighs m with a sun&r performance All of these 
algonthms require on average about half as many contmuous 
NXIS as the number of pomts (which 1s r) That E, d we 
have gne disk block to a gnd pomt, the number of random 
seeks 1s only one half the total number of disk blocks fetched 
m such a selectlon, on average 

The z-curve mappmg has a slgmficantly worse 
performance at 15x2”-‘, which works out to three-quarters as 
many cantmuous runs as the number of grid pomts (It must 
be pomted out that thus mapping was not proposed for this 
type of selection m the first place, so Its poor performance 
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here 1s not surpnsmg). In fact, It has been shown [6] that the 
Gray code will always do better than the z-curve, with dus 
type of selectmn and ti cost measure 

Between the three best mappmgs. however, there 1s no one 
that clearly wms It 1s easy to construct examples m whch 
one or the other mappmg performs better than the others One 
Mference to notice 1s that the snake scan has an extreme 
asymmetry on performance between honzontal and vemcal 
selections, the Hllbert code LS almost perfectly symmemc (it 
can be shown that the total number of contmuous runs m the 
two dnectmns d&r exactly by 1 for every k), and the Gray 
code IS m between Therefore. if the objective IS to mmmnze 
the average, when the probability of vertical selecuon P even 
shghtly greater (less) than that of a honzontal selection, one 
should pick the snake scan (a rotated (row-wise) snake scan) 
However, one 1s ty~ncally mterested m havmg a low variance 
as well For low vanance, mespectlve of probability, one 
should choose the Hllbert code With a composite objective 
function that mmumzes both expectahon and vanance, one 
may pick any of the three mappings dependmg on how 
asymmetnc the probablhtles are 

3.3 Range Selections 

Rather than specify arbitrary ranges on both attnbutes, we 
sunphfj the analysis by consldermg only 2x2 square regions 
Whde there 1s no evidence that results denved for small 
square regions are applicable to arbitrary rectangular regions, 
there 1s reason to expect that a techmque that does well on 
small regions, urespective of the region ahgnment on even 
boundaries, 1s also hkely to do well on large regions as well 
The cost measure 1s once more the number of contmuous runs 
required to cover the 4 grid points m the region 

For the column scan exactly 2 runs are required for every 
2x2 region selected For the column snake scan, only 1 run 1s 
reqmred for 2”-1 regions out of a total possible (2’“-1)’ 
number of regions The average works out to 2 - (2”-l)-‘, 
which 1s roughly 2 once agam 

For the z-curve, only one run 1s required If the selected 
region 1s ahgned on an even boundary m both honzontal and 
vertical duecuons The probabAty of this occurrmg 1s 
roughly one half for each dlrechon (It s actually a shade 
better than one half, smce there are 2”-’ even alignment 
pos~uons, and 2”-‘-1 odd alignment poafions We neglect 
dus low order difference to sunphfy the computation) If the 
selected square 1s off alignment m both dlrectlons, 4 runs are 
required If the selected square 1s ahgned honzontally, but not 
vertcally, 3 or 4 runs may be requued, dependmg on whether 
a mulhple of 4 boundary was crossed or not Fmally, d the 
selected square 1s ahgned ketically, but misaligned 
honzontally, 2 runs are requued So 1 run IS required with 
probablhty 0 25, 2 NIlS with probabthty 0 25, 3 runs with 

probablhty 0 125. and 4 runs with probablhty 0 375. glvmg an 
expected number of runs of 2 625 

For the Gray code, sunllarly. I run 1s requued if the 
square 1s perfectly aligned. and 2 runs are needed d aligned 
vert~ally but mlsahgned horizontally If the selected square 1s 
mlsahgned vertically, 3 runs are required If the honzontal 
alignment 1s on an even boundary, and 4 runs If It IS not So 

1. 2. 3, or 4 runs are requued, each with a probability of 0 25, 
for an overall 2 5 expected number of runs 

For the Hdbert code, as m the previous two cases, even 
ahgmnent m both duectmns requires only 1 run Due to the 
rotations of the basic template, computmg the the number of 
arts requires much book-keepmg when the ahgnment LS off 
By recursively growmg the SUE of the gnd. a series of values 
can be obtamed and summed, to produce a number very close 
to 2 That IS. for the Hllbert code, the expected number of 
runs 1s 2 (The denvatlon 1s conceptually straightforward, but 
mvolves lengthy computauon with careful book-keeping As 
such it 1s not presented here The mterested reader should 
contact the author due&y) 

Let us tum now to the lmear span spanned by a selected 
square region The column scan clearly has a lmear span of 
2”+1. bemg one full column of length 2”, and one element m 
addition, for every 2~2 square region selected In the snake 
scan, the lmear span can vary between 3 (when the selected 
square covers the end at which two columns are connected) 
and 2”+‘-1 (when It covers the other end of such a column 
par) The average 1s easily obtamed to be 2”+1, exactly the 
same as in the case of a sunple column scan 

For all three recursively defined mappings, the linear span 
can be computed by quadrature Divide the given 2”x2” gnd 
mto quadrants With probability roughly 2”, the selected 2x2 
square ~111 cross a verhcal quadrant boundary, and with a 
sun&r probabtity It will cross a honzontal quadrant 
boundary For the z-curve, d a verucal quadrant boundary IS 
crossed, the hnear span will mclude roughly two full 
quadrants, or 2&-’ pomts If a honzontal quadrant boundary 
IS crossed, the number of gnd pomts m the span 1s small by 
comparison If no quadrant boundary 1s crossed, then the 
selected square hes enurely w&m some one quadrant of the 
gnd Dlvlde dus quadrant mto four quadrants, and repeat the 
process WA probablhty 2”” the hnear span will be 22m-3 
Contmumg thus, we obtam a se;es that can be summed to get 
2” (Note that this 1s an approxunate answer the actual 
average lmear span will be somewhat hgher) 

The same computatmn applies to the Gray and Hllbert 
mappmgs as well, except that when the vertical quadrant 
boundary 1s crossed, the mmunum hnear span established 1s a 
function of the vertical coordmate as well, and ranges from 
almost 0 to nearly 2”. but with an average of 22”1-’ The 
summation proceeds as before In the case of the Hdbert 
mapping. due to the rotauon m some quadrants, the words 
“horrzontal” and “vertical” may have to be flipped 
However, the mathematics remams the same 

Thus we find for range selectlons that there 1s httle to 
choose between the mappmgs m terms of lmear span For a 
constant sue of area selected, m all cases, the lmear span 
obtamed 1s of the order of the side of the gnd, or the square 
root of the area of the grid In terms of obtammg a low 
variance. the simple column scan may actually turn out to be 
the best of the lot 
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In terms of the number of contmuous runs, one agam the 
scan mappmgs did the best along with the Hllbert code The 
Gray code came m next, and the z-curve after that 

3.4 Caveat on Scan Mapping 

All the precedmg analysis could easily lead one to believe 
that a lmear scan or snake scan mappmg 1s all that Me 
reqmres that all the dlscusslon regardmg more complex 
mappings hke the z-curve, Gray and Hllbert, are pomdess 
mathematical exercses me dus 1s certamly true when the 
cost measure 1s the lmear span, a caveat with regard to the 
other two cost measures is worth repeatmg 

The cost measure used m the analysu, as a substitute for 
the number of disk blocks (randomly accessed disk blocks) 
fetched, 1s the number of contmuous runs of gnd pomts To 
the extent that each gnd pomt maps to a smgle disk block, 
thus analysis accurately measures the number of random disk 
accesses requued (the total number of disk accesses bemg 
ldenucal for all mappmgs) However, to the extent that 
multiple grid pomts may be mapped to a smgle block, the 
analysis above 1s only partly apphcable In particular, small 
dlscontmmues are hkely to be unmatenal only large ones 
count Smce many of the dlscontmumes are small m the 
recursively defined mappmgs, when these dlscontmultles are 
Ignored the performance of these mappmgs will Mprove 
considerably On the other hand, almost all dlscontmumes are 
large m the scan mappmgs, and their performance remams 
essentially unaltered 

For example, m a partial exact match selection, suppose 
that a contmuous run 1s not mtexrupted d there 1s a 
dlscontmmty of Me gnd pomt (That 1s. a sequence 
“2,3,4,6,8,9” IS consldered a smgle run, rather than three 
m “2,3,4”, “6”, and “8,9”, smce the breaks mvolve no 
more than one gnd pomt each “5” and “7”) Then the z- 
curve mappmg has every alternate pan of gnd pomts 
“CoMected” m a honzontal selection. improvmg its 
performance for honzontal selection, and overall, to 2”-‘. as 
good as the scan mappmg Smularly, If dlscontmulues of up 
to two gnd pomts are Ignored, then the Gray and Hdbert 
mappmgs Mprove by more than a factor of 2 

We shall see these effects through simulation experiments 
m the next section In particular, Figs 5 and 6 tighhght the 
weakness of the scan mappmg 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To compare the actual performance of the different 
mappmg algonthms. several experunents were run A 
summary of the results obtamed are presented here In all 
expenments the performance of the simple column scan and 
the snake column scan differed little, with the snake scan 
domg slightly better To mlmmlze clutter only the results for 
the snake scan have been shown Where the results obtamed 
exactly match the analysis m the previous secuon. only a 
menhon 1s made, no curve 1s plotted The curves m the plots 
are ldenhfied by the letter S for scan, Z for z-curve, G for 
Gray, and H for Hdbert 

Figures 5 through 7 show expenments m which each 
possible exact match selection was made Fig 5 shows the 
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Figure 5. Number of blocks fetched decreases as the block 
size IS mcreased on a gnd size of 256 x 256 
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Figure 6. Number of non-sequential blocks fetched decreases 
as the block size 1s mcreased on a gnd size of 256 
x 256 

vanahon m the number of blocks fetched as the block size 1s 
mcreased on a 256~256 gnd (There are 512 posslblhtles, 256 
vertical selectlons and 256 horizontal selections) The 
averages are plotted When each disk block holds exactly one 
gnd pomt, 256 blocks are fetched Irrespective of the mappmg 
used As the block size mcreases to a few gnd pomts, notice 
how the recursrvely defined mappmgs are able to capltahze on 
dus and reduce the number of blocks fetched The Gray and 
Hllbert mappmgs both perform equally well (the curves are 
hard to dlstmgulsh m the figure) and better than the others 
The z-curve does almost as well also The scan mappmg, 
however, 1s unable to capltahze on the mcreased block size 
and starts farmg worse and worse relahve to the others, up to 
a pomt Once the block size becomes large enough, mcludmg 
a whole column of grid points at a tMe, the scan mappmg 
also begins to benefit At the extreme. if the entire database 1s 
resident m a single block, all the algonthms once agam 
perform Idenhcally, requmng a single block fetch 

The average number of NSIS of disk blocks fetched 1s 
shown m Fig 6 With block size one the numbers obtamed 
perfectly match the analyhcal predlctlons There are exactly 
192 runs for the z-curve, and 128 for the other three 
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mappmgs As the block size 1s mcreased, the average number 
of runs decreases As m Hg 5. dus decrease 1s suffiaently 
slow for the snake scan that the z-curve 1s very soon able to 
do better than it. Once more, as the block size gets very 
large, all the mappmgs start lookmg ahke 

Has 35 
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25-1 \ 

Figure 7. 
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Gnd Size 

Number of relevant items fetched on average per 
block of size 30 items remams fatly constant as the 
sue of the database is varied 

The size of the gnd was vaned f?om 8x8 to 512.~512 and 
the same trends were observed for all sues Fig 7 1s a plot as 
the gnd size 1s varied of the number of hrts per block, that 1s. 
the number of pomts that belong to the selected set on average 
per block fetched (This number can be obtamed by &vldmg 
the number of pomts to be fetched, which 1s the length of one 
side of the gnd. by the number of blocks that were fetched) 
As before, the curves show the average over all possible 
selechons 

The most heartenmg news m Fig 7 1s that for all three 
recursive algonthms, the number of hits per block remams 
constant as the size of grid 1s mcreased In other words, 
rrespectwe of the size of the database, it 1s possible to have 4 
to 5 relevant items m each blcck of size 30 Therefore, the 
effort requued to fetch a selechon remams proportional to the 
size of the selected set, but 1s mdependent of the size of the 
database In contrast, the scan mappmg does worse and worse 
as the me of the database mcreases 

The remammg expenments deal with range selections 
Figs 8 and 9 plot the averages obtamed over every square of 
a specified size (whch IS varied on the X-axis m these figures) 
m a gnd of size 128x128, Smular results were obtamed for 
different s1z.e gnds (not plotted) 

Fig 8 1s mtended to measure the number of contmuous 
NIX of disk blocks fetched Smce the number of &sk blocks 
fetched vanes as the size of the selected square 1s mcreased, 
dus number has been normalized by the total number of disk 
blocks fetched, and plotted as the fractron of &sk blocks read 
that are sequenhally accessed The results plotted perfectly 
match the analytical predlct~ons Consldermg the leftmost 
point m the curve, where the selected square size 1s 2x2, a 
total of 4 blocks have to be fetched, one for each of the 4 grid 
pomts For both the Hllbert code and the snake scan mappmg, 
exactly half the reads, that P 2 block fetches, are non- 
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Figure 8. Fraction of blocks (of size 1) read sequentially as 
the sue of the selected square 1s vaned 
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Figure 9. Number of relevant ~.m.s fetched on average per 
block of size 30 items mcreases as the size of the 
selected square IS mcreased on a gnd 128 x 128 

sequentml. and the other half are sequent& Smularly, the 
Gray code and the z-curve have pomts a little below 0 4 and a 
httle above 0 3 respectively, correspondmg to the analytically 
predmed 2 5 and 2 625 ins 

As the sue of the selected square 1s mcreased, all 
mappmgs do better In fact, the number of non-sequential 
blocks read appears to be proportional to the square root of 
the area selected (TIE square root relauonstip 1s easy to 
estabhsh analytically for the scan mappmg) The difference m 
performance between the curves contmues with the Hllbert 
and snake scan curves domg the best wrth performance that 1s 
so close that the curves cannot be told apart m the figure 

As the block size 1s vaned, results smular to Figs 5 and 6 
are obtamed for range selections as well If the size of the 
database 1s vaned, as m Rg 7, the performance remams 
roughly constant These curves have not been plotted 
Instead, m Fig 9, we measure the performance of all the 
mappmgs m terms of hits per block for a block size of 30 
The results obtamed here are even more heartenmg than m 
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Fig 7 As the size of selected area 1s mcreased, the number 
of hits per block goes up for all the mappmgs The Hllbert 
code mappmg does the the best, followed by the Gray and z- 
curve mappings both of which do about equally well The 
snake scan comes m last These differences become larger as 
the size of the selected square 1s mcreased 
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Figure 11 Number of relevant items fetched on average per 
block of size 30 items remams fatly constant as 
the size of the database 1s vaned 

There IS no reason why range selections should be 
restricted to square areas Several expernnents were run with 
randomly generated rectangles, and some of the results are 
presented m Hgures 10 through 13 In each case, 100 
rectangles were randomly generated from a weakly 
exponential &smbutlon that tended to keep the size of each 
rectangle small The size of selected rectangle (or seIechvity) 
1s vaned m Fig 12, to check for sensmvvlty The results 
presented are the average of 100 random rectangles 

In Rg 10, we measure the fraction of blocks (of size 1) 
read sequentially Just as m Fig 8. we find that the Hllbert 
mapping and the snake scan vie for the first place The 
Hllbert mappmg seems to do Just a shade better now The 
Gray code mappmg comes m a distant third, with the z-curve 
even further behind On the X-axls m tlus figure, the size of 
the database 1s vaned The fraction blocks read sequenually 
remams roughly constant as this size 1s varied 
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Figure 12. Number of relevant items fetched on average per 
block of size 30 items mcreases as the area of the 
selected rectangles IS increased on a gnd 512 x 
512 
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Figure 13. Average lmear range spanned by a random 
rectangle as the size of the database 1s vaned 

Frg 11 measures the numbers of relevant items m each 
disk block (of size 30 items) fetched As one may expect 
from Fig 9, the Hllbert mappmg performs the best, the Gray 
code and z-curve mappings compete for second place, and a 
column snake scan comes m last As the sue of the database 
IS vaned, the pIXfOManCe of the three recursively defined 
mappmgs remams roughly constant, while that of the scan 
mappmg deteriorates 

Fig 12 shows the vanauon m h& per block as the size of 
the selected rectangle 1s vaned We find that as the rectangle 
size 1s mcreassd, each of the mapping techniques performs 
better, but then relative performance remams the same The 
trends are what one would expect on the basis of Fig 9, 
which plots the same curve for the case perfect squares 

Fmally, m Fig 13, we plot the lmear span of the selected 
rectangular regions m the 2-D gnd, normalized by the area of 
the region This span turned out to be almost ldentlcal on 
average for all the mappmgs used As predicted by the 
analysis, this span mcreases with grid size Moreover, the 
lmear span (without any normahzauon) was found, III a 
separate expenment not plotted here, to vary by less than 25% 
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as the size of the selected rectangles was varied 2 orders of 
magmtude m a fixed size gnd 

5. EXTENSIONS 

5.1 Multiple Dimensions 

An n-bit bmary reflective Gray code constitutes a tour of 
all the verhces of an n-dunenslonal hypercube, traversing only 
the edges between these vemces To develop an II- 
dnnenslonal H~lbert mappmg we begm by definmg a basic umt 
m n dmenslons, of size 2x2x2x , usmg a bmary reflecuve 
Gray code5 Rg 14 shows the prmutwe that 1s used to 
construct a Hllbert mappmg for n = 3 

Figure 14. The Pnmltlve for a 3-dunensional Hllbert Curve 

Figure 15. Different ways of covenng a 2x2~2 cube and 
traversmg one umt m the Z dlrectlon 

The curve of Fig 14 has Its end pomts separated by one 
uxut m the Z dlrectlon The same separation of end pomts can 
be obtamed through other curves such as those shown m Fig 
15 One difference hes m the value of the X and Y 
coordmates of the pomts (dlfferenuatmg the columns of Rg 
15) Another difference hes m the basic curve used the top 
row of Fig 15 shows the same prmnuve rotated around the Z 
axis The bottom row shows rotations of a different pnnutlve 
We have chosen the curve of Fig 14 as our basic prmutme, 
and will use the top row of Fig 15 as necessary, to construct 
a Hllbert mappmg from three &menslons to one 

Figure 16. The Front Half of a Three-dimensional Hdbert 
Curve on a Cube 4x4 

We now develop the recursive construction step Take the 
basic umt of Fig 14 and replicate one basic unit for each of 
Its 8 nodes The first umt IS at the front bottom left It must 
have its curve startmg from the front bottom left comer, and 

5 Ths does not unply that P multtdlmensuxtal H.&M mappmg IS the same as 
P Gay code mappmg Recall that even m the two dunena~onal case, the 
Gray and H&m cc&s used the same. elanmtpry mm, m Fig 30 and Bg 
4P The dlffuulce k? 111 the cmsmlct1on 

must end next to front top left comer, makmg a translbon m 
the Y dnechon An appropriate rotation and sense of the 
basic prmuhve can be found to acheve this See Rg 16 
The second urut must have a transltlon along the X axis, and 
so on Thus the rotation and sense of each replicated umt 1s 
determmed Once determmed for the first recursive step, the 
same set of rotations and sense changes can be used for as 
many recursive steps as necessary to generate a mapping of a 
large enough grid 

In a smular fastion, one can also extend the Gray code 
and zcurve mappmgs to multiple dlmenslons No 
experunents were run on mulh-dunenslonal mappmgs 
However, the analysis presented m Section 3 can easily be 
extended to apply to any arbitrary dunenslons The essential 
results remam the same If anythmg, the difference between 
the mappmgs gets exaggerated To understand why this 
happens, consider a scan mappmg (Z changes fastest, Y next, 
and X most slowly) m 3 dunenslons Two pomts that differ 
by one m the X coordmate value, will be mapped n2 apart m 
the hnear map, as opposed to only n apart m the two 
dlmenslonal case (where n 1s the size of the gnd m each 
dunenslon) Normahzmg for the total number of points on the 
gnd. we have gone from a difference that 1s N” to somethmg 
Nm, where N 1s the total number of pomts m the gnd (equal 
to ndunr”“‘“) TUB trend contmues as the dunenslon 1s 
mcreased further 

5.2 Non-Square Grids 

For ease of exposltlon, we have throughout assumed a 
square grid Often different attnbutes may have different size 
domams For example, most CRT screens are not square, but 
the pixels used on them are, so that different numbers of 
putels are on the gnd m the X and Y dlmenslon For another 
example, consider two attributes age and sex, m some 
personnel database While there probably will be dozens of 
different mteger values for the age atmbute, there can possibly 
be only two values for the sex atmbute This attnbute space 
cannot convemently be forced mto a square grid 

Consider a rectangular gnd of size 2” m one dunenslon 
and 2” m the other, n>m From a bit mterleavmg standpomt, 
we can ask what to do with the extra n-m bits III one 
dunensmn These bits could be tacked on as the most 
slgmficant bits of the 2m+n bit result word, or as the least 
slgmficant bits, or they could be Interspersed throughout We 
show how each of these options can be Implemented, one by 
one 

Figure 17. The 16x16 gnd of Fig 4d 1s repeated four tunes 
to obtam a 64x16 gnd 

A Tx2” square area can be covered with the usual Hllbert 
curve The displacement between the begmnmg and end of 
this curve 1s always exactly 2” m the X direction Replicate 
this pattern 2”” tunes (rotatmg it first, If the Y dunenslon 1s 
bigger) We thus obtam a nearest neighbor connected curve 
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Figure 18. (a) A 4x2 pnrmtlve. (b) Its rotation by 90’, (c) 
These prmnaves used to construct an 8x4 gn4 
and (d) Its rotaaon 

that covers the given area See Fig 17 

A second option 1s to develop a prumtlve that 1s 2”“+‘x2 
mstead of Just 2x2 Create a 2”-‘tim-’ grid h the last step, 
mstead of rephcatmg the regular 2x2 prmuave, use dus 
special pnnutlve Note that “rotaaon” of tlus prmuave 1s a 
httle strange rotatmg the prmuave of Ftg 18a gives Rg 18b 
This specml defimtlon of rotation 1s requved because the 
aspect ratio of the pnmlave cvlnot change upon rotation, It 
has to be a change only m the connecaon pomts Every shape 
can be considered 4 pieces Jomed by 3 cormecaons A 
rotation rotates the peces. each piece mdependently The 
pnnutlve of Fig 18a has each of 4 pieces a verucal segment, 
with three connecaons, one between each pan of successive 
pieces In the rotaaon, each piece becomes a horizontal 
segmens with three connecaons between them Ths idea 
becomes more clear comparmg Fig 18~ to 18d Fig 18~ 1s 
constructed by the standard recursive generation rule for the 
Hllbert curve The first quadrant has a 18b piece m It, which 
rotated becomes the 18a piece The next quadrant m 18~ 1s 
the 18a piece, wluch rotated becomes the 18b piece, and so 
on, to result m Ftg 18d after the pieces are hooked together 
with the appropnate connections 

An arbitrary mterspersal of the bits m the two coordinates 
IS achieved by defimng pnrmaves of size 2k~2, for any value 
of k Wherever extra bits are to be mterspersed, mstead of 
performmg the usual quadruphcahon with the 2x2 pnmitive. 
use this specml prmuave mstead These l&as extend to 
multiple dunenslons m a straightforward way 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we mtroduced a mapping, based on the 
Hllbert curve, from multi-dlmenstonal space to a line We 
discussed database apphcaaons m which such mappings are of 
value, and developed measures to evaluate then performance 
Through algebrruc analysis, and through computer slmulaaon, 
we showed that under most cucumstances, the Hllbert 
mappmg performed as well as or better than the best of 
altemahve mappmgs suggested m the literature 

In paracular, tlus paper demonstrated that It 1s possible to 
develop a mapping of multi-attribute space to &Sk blocks such 
that the number of disk blocks retneved on a selection 1s a 
function only of the size of the selected set and not of the size 
of the database Moreover, the number of &Sk blocks 
retneved grows less than proportionately with the size of the 
selected set The same results sall hold true if one counts 
number of non-sequential disk blocks fetched mstead of total 
number of disk blocks fetched 

These results are especially heartenmg m light of the 
proof, m [22], which estabhshed m general (given a umform 
dlstnbutlon of key values), that a k atmbute selection on a 

k-l 

database with N records has a file access cost of 0 (N ’ ) 
Our expenments seem to indicate that, for the specific classes 
of quenes studied, we can do much better than this worst case 

APPENDIX 

Code Fragment for Generatmg the Two Dlmensronal 
Hllbert Mapping 

mt rotation_table[4] = (3, 0, 0, 1) , 
mt sense_table[4] = (-1. 1. 1, -1) , 
mt q~ad~~bW1P1Pl = { {Wl,W)l. 

~W1,~0311. {Wl,Wll, ~CWl,CL1l~ I . 
{ 

rotation = 0 , p Initially no rotation */ 
sense = 1 , p Initially positive sense */ 
num=O, 
for(k=slde/;!,k>O,k=k/2){ 

xht = x/k , PGetthemsb ofx*/ 
yht = y/k , 
x -= k*xblt , P Take away the current m s b */ 
y -= k*yblt , 
quad = quad-table[rotaaon][xblt][yblt] , 

P Whmh quadrant am I rnv */ 
num += (sense = - 1 ) 3 k*k*(3-quad) k*k*quad , 

rotaaon += rotation-table[quad] , 
/* Rx rotation value for next tune */ 

if (rotation >= 4) rotation -= 4 , 
p Addition 1s modulo 4 */ 

sense *= sense-table[quad] , 
/* Hx sense value for next time */ 

I1 

The above code fragment produces m num the lmear 
posltlon of the grid pomt with coordmates x and y. m square 
gnd with side of size side 
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